
➡ The only Multi-function-spray

Check these features:

✗ Excellent protection against
 corrosion. Very high lubrication
 quality.

✗ Perfect penetration ability.

✗ Environmentally friendly, we use 
 only 3% propellant (CO2)!
 One spray contains 97% active 
 substance.

✗ Flash point of 78°C = high safety!

✗ BRUNOX® Turbo-Spray® does
 not contain silicone, PTFE or  

graphite, therefore does not  
become resinous.

✗ BRUNOX® Turbo-Spray® will
 not produce any harmful effects 
 when used on varnish, rubber, 
 plastic, leather, wood etc..

✗ Has a pleasant smell.

Application for:
l maintenance l cleaning l repair works
l production l storage l transportation

LUBRICANT
BRUNOX® Turbo-Spray® is a long-term lubricant because of a 
mixture of hydrocarbons with the Additive TURBOliNe.

PENETRATING OIL
BRUNOX® Turbo-Spray® has excellent penetration qualities.
Because of the capillary effect it penetrates into finest hairline 
cracks and spaces as a result loosens tight screws in a very 
short time.

ANTI-CORROSION PROTECTION 
Gives guaranteed anti-corrosion protection as it penetrates 
into all small crevices and hollows.
BRUNOX® Turbo-Spray® has a unique hydrocarbon mix which 
ensures complete surface contact, it also ensures  that the  
coating is of sufficient thickness for maximum protection.

CLEANING AGENT
BRUNOX® Turbo-Spray® loosens mineral dirt and dissolves
organic dirt, as a result nearly all kinds of stains can be
easily removed.

CONTACT-SPRAY
BRUNOX® Turbo-Spray® has a very low surface-tension 
and therefore when applied to metal disperses water
immediately. This property is particularly useful for electrical 
contacts, where short circuits can be removed or
prevented.

WITH TURBOLINE!

Available in the following packages:
Aerosol cans: 100ml, 400ml

Bulk: 5 l, 20 l, 200 l

Physical properties:
Film thickness: 1-2my

expected coverage: 100 – 120 m2/l
Flash point: 78°C

Freezing Point: below –50°C
Heat resistance: up to 160°C short time, up to 125°C permanent

it is the only liquid tool with
Turboline for industry, home and hobby

  for everybody 
+ for everything

recommended by professionals!

➧
➧

Product of BRUNOX AG · Switzerland

Importer/Dealer:

Product of BRUNOX AG · Switzerland Product of BRUNOX AG · Switzerland
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